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Important June Dates
(All times are CDT)
June 1, 4:03 pm - New Moon, 4:16 pm Solar Eclipse
We may all be eager to feel the light, airy energy of the New Moon in Gemini at 11
degrees, which happens on June 1st, 2011. Also happening is power-boost of a Solar
Eclipse (which occurs during the New Moon phase). A sacred gateway of energy is
opening up for those willing to tune in.
The sacred gateway, signified by a Solar Eclipse as an opening, is similar to a fresh
chapter in a journal or book. This doorway is for you to venture onto new adventures to be open and curious about life. There is much to write or new things to read and
understand. It can be an interesting, energizing and exciting time, as this Solar Eclipse
in Gemini is brimming with new beginnings. We may just want to talk about experience
of living life - things that really matter and are of value, not just skimming the headlines
and partaking in useless gossip. We must take a look around our lives and realize we
must use our power to make proper, healthy choices so we can create long-lasting
happiness.
Saturn in Libra is making a harmonious aspect to the Sun and Moon in Gemini
now. Tangible manifestations and the ability to create and justify ideas are possible. We
are more focused on completing our actions rather than how we present them to other
people. Saturn in Libra offers a steadfast supportive energy to this Solar Eclipse and
New Moon in Gemini. If you do have planets situated in your natal chart within 9-14
degrees in Airs signs: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius - you may feel super good and possibly
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productive. We will enjoy variety in life now or engage in friendly conversations with
interesting people. Things may happen quick and fast now and anything is possible. It
may feel like a wild ride with life swirling and magick happening. Solar Eclipses tend to
symbolize outer world changes while Lunar Eclipses electrify the inner world, which will
happen on June 15th, 2011.
All other signs can appreciate the themes and issues coming up. Everyone can partake
in creating a sacred space and clear intention around the sector of life where the Eclipse
takes place. Saturn and Pluto make a wide yet tense connection during this Solar
Eclipse/New Moon in Gemini, reminding us to get serious and be the responsible party in
bringing change to long-standing issues in relationships and perhaps even in the
professional sector of life. Move past old limitations and know that you can and will
overcome the adversity.
Birthday Surprises!
For those whose Birthdays land on June 1st, 2011, know that you can have a powerfully
charged up year ahead to learn, share and network.
The Solar Eclipse and New Moon in Gemini invites us to lighten the mood, be open,
curious and embrace the variety in life!
June 15, 3:12 pm - Lunar Eclipse, 3:14 pm - Full Moon
The Moon of Aradia
This Sagittarius Full Moon is also a total lunar eclipse. Eclipses open up conduits of
magickal and spiritual energy. Some believe that souls enter and exit through the
shadows of eclipses. Eclipses can stir up other kinds of energies and events, some quite
inconvenient. Under pressing circumstances, the practitioner must learn to "think like a
Witch."
Aradia, Queen of the Witches, has powers to share and teach this special kind of
thinking. Witches don't panic! They react in magickal ways that transform
circumstances through will and intent. The sacred ciccle and true name are anchors that
help put on the witchy thinking cap, and the singing sword of focused intent puts
thoughts into motion.
If the solitary practitioner is confronting difficulties under this Full Moon, take time to
review the people and elements of the situation. Put on the witchy thinking cap, pick
apart the problem, and look carefully at all the pieces. What kind of spells, charms, and
devotional prayers, and rituals are potential magickal solutions? Covens can post these
questions as a group. Eclipses are good for changing and banishing troubling
circumstances.
~ Elizabeth Hazel in Llewellyn's 2011 Witches' Datebook
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June 19 - Father's Day
You Taught Me How to Love You
You taught me how to love you by
The way that you loved me;
And by your unseen sustenance,
To see what you could see.
You gave to me through who you were
The gift of what I am.
Your pride in me is now my pride;
Your faith, my caravan.
Your life does not conclude with death,
Nor will it end with mine,
For all the lives I touch, you touch,
And so on through all time.
~ Nicholas Gordon
June 21 - Midsummer/Litha/Summer Solstice
Litha
Animals/Mythical Creatures - wren, robin, horses, cattle, satyrs, faeries, firebird,
dragon, thunderbird
Gemstones - lapis lazuli, diamond, tiger's eye, all green gemstones, especially emerald
and jade
Incense/Oil - heliotrope, saffron, orange, frankincense & myrrh, wisteria, cinnamon,
mint, rose, lemon, lavender, sandalwood, pine
Colors/Candles - blue, green, gold, yellow and red
Tools/Symbols/Decorations - the Sun, oak, birch & fir branches, sun flowers, lilies,
red/maize/yellow or gold flower, love amulets, seashells, summer fruits & flowers,
feather/flower door wreath, sun wheel, fire, circles of stone, sun dials and
swords/blades, bird feathers, Witches' ladder
Goddesses - Mother Earth, Mother Nature, Venus, Aphrodite, Yemaya, Astarte, Freya,
Hathor, Ishtar, all Goddesses of love, passion, beauty and the Sea, and Pregnant, lusty
Goddesses, Green Forest Mother; Great One of the Stars, Goddess of the Wells
Gods - Father Sun/Sky, Oak King, Holly King, Arthur, Gods at peak power and strength.
Essence - humility, fire, partnership, nourishment, relationships, fertilization, nurturing
Dynamics/Meaning - crowning of the Sun God, death of the Oak King, assumption of
the Holly King, end the ordeal of the Green Man
Purpose - rededication to the Lord and Lady, beginning of the harvest, honoring the
Sun God, honoring the pregnant Goddess
Rituals/Magick - nature spirit/fey communion, planet healing, divination, love &
protection magick. The battle between Oak King, God of the waxing year & Holly King,
God of the waning year (can be a ritual play), or act out scenes from the Bard's (an
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incarnation of Merlin) "A Midsummer Night's Dream," rededication of faith, rites of
inspiration
Customs - bonfires, processions, all-night vigil, singing, feasting, celebrating with
others, cutting divining rods, dowsing rods & wands, herb gathering, handfastings,
weddings, Druidic gathering of mistletoe in oak groves, needfires, leaping between two
fires, mistletoe (without berries, use as a protection amulet), women walking naked
through gardens to ensure continued fertility, enjoying the seasonal fruits & vegetables,
honor the Mother's fullness, richness and abundance, put garlands of St. John's Wort
placed over doors/ windows & a sprig in the car for protection
Foods - honey, fresh vegetables, lemons, oranges, summer fruits, summer squash,
pumpernickel bread, ale, carrot drinks, mead
Herbs - anise, mugwort, chamomile, rose, wild rose, oak blossoms, lily, cinquefoil,
lavender, fennel, elder, mistletoe, hemp, thyme, larkspur, nettle, wisteria, vervain (
verbena), St. John's Wort, heartsease, rue, fern, wormwood, pine, heather, yarrow, oak
& holly trees
Element/Gender - fire/male
Threshold - evening/dawn
To learn more about this and other Sabbats, get our Sabbats eBook at
http://witchsupercenter.com/zencart/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=
129
Follow us on Twitter
We're now on Twitter. You can get updates when we add new products, announcements
of local events and more. Follow us at https://twitter.com/WitchSC
Witch SuperCenter June Sale Items
Wicca Starter Kit w/Money Spell - Regular Price $32.99, Sale Price $29.99
Ganesh Incense Burner for Cones or Sticks - Regular Price - $18.99, Sale Price - $16.99
Soapstone Elephant Incense Burner/Candle Holder - Regular Price - $7.99, Sale Price $6.99
Basic Tarot Card Reading eBook - Regular Price - $4.99, Sale Price - $3.99
Herbal Headache Tea - Regular Price - $5.99, Sale Price - $4.99
To see all of our sale items, visit
http://witchsupercenter.com/zencart/index.php?main_page=specials
Herb of the Month
Mugwort - Air/Venus, Gender - Feminine, Parts Used - The whole Herb, Magickal
Properties - Travelers Protection, Divination, Uses - Harvested at the Full Moon, this is
carried for protection when traveling long journeys, used as a tea to enhance psychic
powers or rub the leaves on the forehead and on the divination tool to increase
clairvoyance
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To learn more about this and other herbs, get our Magickal Herbs eBook at
http://witchsupercenter.com/zencart/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&pro
ducts_id=120
Stone of the Month
Moonstone - Great for divination - many people keep a moonstone with their tarot
cards for increased psychic ability. It is helpful in dieting and maintaining a youthful
appearance. The moonstone is love drawing and helpful for reconciliation. Moonstone is
a gently protective stone, and is extremely useful in protection while traveling by water.
Rune of the Month

w

Wunjo (W or V: Joy.) - Joy, comfort, pleasure. Fellowship, harmony, prosperity.
Ecstasy, glory, spiritual reward, but also the possibility of going "over the top". If
restrained, the meaning is general success and recognition of worth. Wunjo Reversed or
Merkstave: Stultification, sorrow, strife, alienation. Delirium, intoxication, possession by
higher forces, impractical enthusiasm. Raging frenzy, berzerker.
To learn more about this and other runes, get our Rune Dice Book at
http://witchsupercenter.com/zencart/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&pro
ducts_id=124
Tarot Card of the Month
The Lovers - The Lovers represent a new breath of life. They symbolize love, devotion
and spiritual friendship. Positively associated with desire, a new lover, relationships,
physical attraction, love, sex, and commitment. Negatively associated with lust, moral
lapse, temptation, indecision, separation, failed love affair, and emotional loss of control.
To learn more about this and other Tarot Cards, get our Basic Tarot Card Reading eBook
at
http://witchsupercenter.com/zencart/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&pro
ducts_id=107
Correspondence of the Month
Elements
Earth - Earth is the element that rules the north and that is most stable and
dependable. It represents abundance, prosperity, and wealth, and is creative but in a
practical, physical manner. Earth is that which sustains all life and on which the other
elements rest. Types of magick: gardening, grounding, magnet, image, stone, tree,
knot, binding. These types of spells should be preformed when the moon is in one of
the astrological signs governed by this element: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn.
Air - The element of air rules the east and is associated with mental processes and the
mind. It is creative and is that which causes magickal intentions to manifest. It is also
associated with higher consciousness and wisdom, divination, and purification. Types of
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magick: divination, concentration, prophecy, visualization, wind magick, karma. These
types of spells should be performed when the moon is in one of the astrological signs
governed by this element: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius.
Fire - The element of fire rules the south and is associated with change and passion. It
is both physical and spiritual, being related to sexuality and to divinity. Fire magick is
quickly manifested and filled with primal energy. Types of magick: candle, storm,
time. These types of spells should be performed when the moon is in one of the
astrological signs governed by this element: Aries, Leo, Sagittarius.
Water - The element of water rules the west and is associated with the subconscious
mind, intuition, and emotions. As the primal substance of life, it is symbolized by the
womb and is related to fertility. Types of magick: magick involving the sea, snow or ice,
mirror, magnet, rain, cleansing and purification. These types of spells should be
performed when the moon is in one of the astrological signs governed by this element:
Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces.
To learn more about this and other correspondences, get our Magickal Correspondences
eBook at
http://witchsupercenter.com/zencart/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&pro
ducts_id=118
Spell of the Month
Protection
white candle
protection incense
photo of your loved ones
Light the incense. Place the candle on top of your photo(s) and light it. Envision a
protective white light surrounding your loved ones and say:
"O Goddess, protect my loved ones every day, as they sleep and as they play,
Help them to always smile bright, and keep them safe in Your loving light.
Protect them from harm and from all they fear,
For they are the ones that I hold dear.
I thank the Goddess for helping me,
I trust in Her aid So mote it be."
Let the candle and incense burn down.
To receive more spells, get our Wicca 101 and Beyond: A Witch's Grimoire eBook at
http://witchsupercenter.com/zencart/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&pro
ducts_id=108
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